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**Abstract**

This paper proposes a modification to the classic p-median problem that considers the spatial distribution of supply resources and competition for them by potential facility locations. It is illustrated with a simplified case study to optimally locate community scale anaerobic digesters (ADs) in an area in the East Midlands in the UK. The modification evaluates the spatial distribution of the feedstocks needed by each potential AD unit and only includes new locations if their supply catchments do not overlap with the catchments of the current set of locations being considered. The modified algorithm is implemented using the Teitz and Bart search heuristic. This starts with an initial set of locations that it seeks to improve by swapping poor performing locations with better ones. In this case the modification takes account of the spatial distribution of the feedstocks for a typical AD recipe whilst seeking minimise demand weighted distance. The results demonstrate large improvements over the classic p-median model in location selection that eliminate the overlap of facility catchments. Some wider points relating to the robustness of many analyses reported in the bioenergy literature are discussed, with some observations about commonly found methodological deficiencies, before some areas for further research are suggested.
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Highlights
- Location-allocation models are frequently used to locate bio-energy facilities
- Current approaches do not account for supply competition between potential sites
- We propose an extension to the p-median model that evaluates supply catchments
- It is demonstrated using a case study to optimally locate AD facilities
- Both resource supply and competition are critical when locating bio-energy facilities
1. Introduction

There is much interest in methodologies for identifying suitable locations to site renewable and bioenergy facilities including biochemical biomass conversion through anaerobic digestion. This is being driven by wider policy recognition of the role renewable energy has in reducing greenhouse gas emissions, increasing energy security, transitioning to a low carbon economy and improving waste management (Adams et al. 2011; Levidow et al. 2014; Perry and Rosillo-Calle 2008; Thorley and Cooper 2008). Geographic Information Systems (GIS) have a large number of tools and functions that can be used to identify the ‘best’ locations for such facilities. An evolution of methods in the bioenergy literature is evident from multi-criteria evaluations (for example, Ma et al., 2005) to location-allocation models (e.g. Sultana and Kumar, 2012). However, different approaches will result in different answers and in different locations identified as optimal for bioenergy and anaerobic digester (AD) facilities. In this context it is important that researchers using GIS to locate facilities have a clear understanding of the problem they are trying to solve and fully understand the operations and assumptions embedded in the GIS tools that they use. This is difficult because many location-allocation tools within commercial GIS are black boxes and are not fully documented.

Location-allocation analyses seek identify the set of \( n \) optimal locations by considering the spatial distribution of the potential locations (supply) in relation to spatially distributed demand. The aim of methods such as the \( p \)-median model (Hakimi 1964) is to optimise an evaluation function, for example to identify the set of locations that minimise demand weighted distance, travel times or costs under different types of constraints.

One of the underlying assumptions in many commercially available GIS implementations of location-allocation models is that the ‘supply’ of whatever is being considered is simply present at each location. For example, consider a set of \( n \) medical facilities located to satisfy a spatially distributed demand. The assumption is that resources needed by each medical facility are simply present: staff, medicines, communications networks etc. For many kinds of facility this assumption is unproblematic: things have to be delivered somewhere and the additional travel costs
are marginal. Such assumptions are in part due to the way location-allocation analyses are undertaken: potential facility locations are represented as discrete points, usually as vertices on a road network, although they may be attributed with properties such as supply capacity, resource volumes, etc.

However, the location of bioenergy facilities such as ADs presents a different kind of problem. The supply of resources to any potential AD facility location is a critical consideration when evaluating potential sites for such facilities: it would not make sense to locate ADs in places where the environmental, financial or energy costs of supply severely mitigate their potential energy benefits. Thus in selecting the optimal set of $n$ AD locations, the spatial distribution of the feedstocks needed to supply each facility is an important constraint. This is a critical point in renewable energy research as the ultimate evaluation of a potential facility location should be the need for net energy gains (rather than financial cost). This is especially so for community scale AD facilities, where feedstocks typically have to come from the local area for them to be economically viable. Community scale ADs result in multi-level benefits. At a policy level, smaller scale renewable energy facilities promote and develop capacities in sustainable energy as the AD feedstocks are typically supplied locally. In terms of sustainability, the process of setting up and establishing a community scale AD has been found to have an impact on community behaviour (Hoffman and High-Pippert, 2010). It can promote wider engagement with the issues related to renewable energy, with the result that as well as energy production, such community scale activities can transform local energy consumption patterns and other behaviours (Hielscher et al., 2011). AD facilities require a mix of resources or ‘feedstocks’ from different inputs such as animal carcasses, agricultural residues, domestic food waste and animal manures. At the community scale, the best combination of feedstocks based on the C/N ratios are a mix of agricultural residues and domestic food wastes (Ward et al., 2008).

This paper describes a modification to the p-median algorithm that considers the spatial distribution of different feedstock supplies. In so doing explores some of the critical issues in identifying optimal facility locations through a case study of locating anaerobic digester (AD) facilities. These include the need to consider the spatial distribution of resources, the resource catchments of potentially suitable locations and
the need to evaluate sets of potential locations together and not one by one. The paper proceeds with a review of spatial methods that have been used for selecting AD facility locations and the application of location-allocation algorithms in this context (Section 2) before introducing the specific case study used to demonstrate this method extension and providing a detailed description of the proposed p-median modification (Section 3). The results are presented in Section 4 before discussion of the issues arising from this research (Section 5).

2. Background

This review is in two parts. The first describes the methods that have been used in biomass energy facility site selection. These have at their core the desire to identify the ‘best’ potential locations that, for example, minimise the costs of biomass transportation. The second focuses on the use of and logics of location-allocation methods to determine ‘where to put things’ that account for the inherent spatial characteristics of the phenomenon under investigation. This review does not describe the many different ways that spatial distribution of biomass has been calculated or the need for such facilities, as these are not the focus of this paper.

2.1 Renewable energy facility location

Studies seeking to identify optimal locations for AD and other renewable energy generation facilities generally use one of 2 GIS-based approaches: suitability analyses, also known as Multi-Criteria Evaluations (MCEs), which use different types of buffer and spatial overlay operations (e.g. Ma et al., 2005), and, what have been called optimality analyses, which employ search heuristics to satisfy location-allocation problem such as the p-median and seek to match spatially distributed supply and demand (e.g. Shi et al., 2008). In the wider domain of geo-computation and spatial analysis, a number of different suitability approaches are well-established. These range from the simple Boolean overlay, masking out all areas for which any constraint exists, to the classic Weighted Linear Combination (Voogd, 1983; Carver, 1991), Ordered Weighting Averaging (Yager, 1988; Jiang and Eastman, 2000) and the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) (Bania, 1993; Boroushaki and Malczewski, 2008;
Wu, 1998). A description of the rationale, logics, limitations and applicability of the different types of suitability analysis can be found in Jiang and Eastman (2000).

In the bioenergy energy literature suitability analyses have been applied in a number of ways. Ma et al. (2005) used AHP to identify areas suitable for AD facilities and other MCE approaches have been used to examine biomass residues (Recchia et al., 2010), to identify locations suitable for bioenergy production (Baccali et al., 2009) and to identify locations to collect crop residues for bioenergy production (Haddad and Anderson, 2008). The research by Ma et al. (2005) has become the touchstone in the biomass literature on locating AD facilities. Their approach covers the spatial overlay and weighting operations used to determine suitable locations. Critically in the context of this review, the outputs (maps) describe areas that are ‘suitable’ or their degree of suitability using a suitability index. That is, the results describe where AD facilities could be located but do not take demand into account and do not consider the impacts of locating n AD facilities within the zones described as suitable.

A second tranche of research has sought to locate optimally locate n facilities using location-allocation techniques. For example, Panichelli and Gnansounou (2008) applied location-allocation approach to identify bioenergy (biomass energy) facility locations. They sought to identify the optimal 2 locations for 2 different bioenergy facilities, each with differing capacities, evaluated over biomass farmgate costs (i.e. those related to collection, haulage etc. of biomass). Thompson et al. (2013) identified optimal AD locations amongst farms too small to have an AD facility themselves, using a ‘maximum attendance’ algorithm to select locations that could be served with manure within 22km network distance. Other work includes Sliz-Szkliniarz and Vogt (2012) used a suitability analysis to identify areas suitable for potential AD facilities with animal manure as the major supply variable and then applied a focal / neighbourhood analysis to determine ‘optimal’ locations. Shi et al. (2008) identified optimal biomass plant locations using location-allocation techniques. Their method converted land cover to a biomass resource and defined a set of potential facility locations on a road network and then a Voronoi tessellation was used to allocate biomass resources to the nearest facility location. Sultana and Kumar (2012) used a location algorithm, implemented in commercial GIS software, to identify locations for biomass facilities, after selecting candidate locations using AHP. They used a p-
median model where the potential supply and demand locations were determined using a standard GIS-based suitability analysis. Their model considered transport costs and determined optimal locations with the constraint that each source was assigned to only one potential facility.

Thus much research has sought to integrate suitability and location-allocation approaches, with a suitability analysis being used first to identify a regions that could support AD facilities before location-allocation is used to identify the set of optimal locations. However, from a geo-computation perspective, there are a number of concerns about logic of the way that location-allocation analyses have been used in relation to the purported study objectives. This will be returned to later in this section but at this point it is instructive to consider location-allocation models.

2.2 Location-allocation

Location-allocation analyses seek to match supply with demand. The aim is frequently to identify best $n$ locations and potential sets of locations are evaluated together using an evaluation function of some kind. Typically this is ‘demand weighted distance’, the default option in location-allocation tools in the ESRI’s ArcGIS, perhaps the leading GIS software, but other evaluation functions have been specified depending on the task in hand. Classic location-allocation models include:

- the p-median problem (Hakimi, 1964; ReVelle and Swain, 1970) which minimises the demand weighted distance;
- the maximal covering location problem (Church and Velle, 1974) which seeks to satisfy a distance or travel criterion;
- the location set covering problem (Toregas et al. (1971) which seeks to that minimise the number of facilities to satisfy some demand coverage.

These approaches and their variants – see Owen and Daskin (1998) for a comprehensive review – have been used to consider a number of different types of geographical problems related to facility siting and accessibility. Typical applications include where to site new facilities (e.g. Sasaki et al., 2011), where to enhance capacity in existing facilities (e.g Sasaki et al., 2010), to determine which facilities to close (e.g. Comber et al., 2009) and where to locate new facilities (e.g. Comber et al., 2011). Location-allocation models typically have three inputs: potential supply points, spatially distributed demand often reduced from areas to points and some measure of
distance between supply and demand locations such as road distance or travel time. They are used to suggest facility locations, to identify gaps in service provision and to highlight geographic regions with low service coverage.

Location-allocation models are frequently applied within a search heuristic rather than deterministically. This is because very simple location-allocation problems are highly dimensional and it would simply take too long to evaluate every set of potential locations. Classic search heuristics include the Teitz and Bart search heuristic (1968), genetic algorithms (Goldberg, 1989; Holland, 1975) and grouping genetic algorithms (Falkenauer, 1998; Comber et al., 2011). Each of these converges on the optimal set of \( n \) locations without having to evaluate every possible set of \( n \). The reason for avoiding deterministic solutions are illustrated by a simple example: consider a problem where the objective is to identify the best 35 facilities in a study area comprising a 100 by 100 grid (for example of 1km\(^2\)) of potential locations. The number of potential sets of 35 in this small area that would have to be evaluated is large:

\[
\frac{10000!}{35! \times (10000 - 35)!} = 9.12 \times 10^{99}
\]

### 2.3 Critique

An evolution in GIS and spatial analysis sophistication is evident in research into bioenergy facility location: much of the early work used suitability analyses to identify regions that satisfied a set of criteria. Other research used location-allocation techniques and some studies incorporating both approaches (eg. Voivontas et al., 2001; Sultana and Kumar, 2012). In these, each technique is used to preform a discrete task: typically suitability analyses are used to identify an initial set of potential locations that satisfy a number of constraints, whereas the location-allocation is used to allocate identify a subset of those locations that minimise some evaluation function, such as transport cost. These developments are laudable.
However, some studies that used GIS and location-allocation approaches for facility siting published in the bioenergy literature provide grounds for concern. Specifically there are a number of critical considerations:

1) Pure MCE approaches identify suitable areas. They do not identify discrete locations or consider the resource or demand impact of siting a facility in that area on the suitability of that area for subsequent facilities.

2) Any potential set of $n$ suitable locations should evaluate all $n$ locations together. It is illogical to identify the best location, then add the second best to the set, then the third best … to the $n$th best. It is self-evident that the single best location may not be in the set of $n$ best locations.

3) Evaluation functions are not always clearly specified in research papers where location-allocation approaches have been used and yet they are critical for selecting sets of locations.

4) In some papers no account is taken of the spatial distribution of resources in relation to demand.

5) No account is taken of the possible competition for resources them potential selected locations despite this issue being identified by some authors.

Explicitly addressing these issues is critical if research is to robustly support policy and spatial planning: the map is a very powerful output and precisely because it is increasingly easy to generate sophisticated mapped outputs from the application of very complex (but opaque) GIS functions and tools, there is need to thoroughly consider the operations and inputs of such tools. This paper addresses the considerations listed above and in so doing extends the p-median model.

3. Methods

The objective of the analysis was to determine the ‘best’ locations for $n$ AD systems based on the availability of AD feedstocks (supply), the distribution of rural population (demand), a feedstock ‘recipe’ and the input requirements of an AD system that potentially might be suited to community use. The critical consideration in the selection of any potential facility location was to determine how much of the surrounding area would be needed to supply feedstock resources, and then to exclude other nearby potential facility locations that would need the same resource areas if
they were selected. The problem description is developed in detail below for a case study around Lincolnshire in the East Midlands region of the UK. The study area and the rural population census areas it contains are shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. The study area in the East Midlands, in the context of the UK and with rural census areas shaded by population (demand) with a transparency term, all with OpenStreetMap backdrops.
3.1 Problem description and data

In order to illustrate the spatial extension to the p-median model, a community scale AD unit was specified as requiring 2.5 tonnes of dry matter per day (912.5 tonnes per year) and an optimum feedstock of 3 parts (in dry matter) of domestic food waste, 1 part cattle slurry and 1 part wheat straw. These specifications were based on actual AD systems available on the commercial market and expert feedstock recommendations. This equates to feedstocks of 547.5 t yr\(^{-1}\) of food waste, 182.5 t yr\(^{-1}\) of slurry and 182.5 t yr\(^{-1}\) wheat straw. There are some broad assumptions embedded in this specification, for example, the seasonality of the feedstocks has not been considered and they are assumed to be present throughout the year.

The supply data were generated as follows. Spatially distributed data on cattle slurry (t km\(^{-1}\)) and wheat (ha km\(^{-1}\)) were provided by the ADAS manure and land use database (Proctor et al., 2005; Comber et al., 2008). This 1km resolution dataset uses the Ordnance Survey 1km grid locations. It integrates agricultural land use and animal data from the annual UK June Agricultural Census using the methods described in Comber et al. (2008) and is updated annually. The manure database combines information about local manure management practices such as the timing and location of applications, the proportions of manure applied as slurry and farmyard manure (Smith et al., 2001). Although the database provides monthly breakdowns, the annual total of cattle slurry applied to grass and to arable land from 2010 were used here. The database also describes the amount of land in hectares cultivated as wheat in each 1km\(^2\) cell. This was converted to tonnes of dry wheat straw per 1km\(^2\) cell using a residue to product ratio from the Biomass Energy Centre\(^1\) of 3.5t ha\(^{-1}\) of wheat. The third feedstock component was derived from a pycnophylactic interpolation (Tobler, 1979) of household number from the 2011 population census in each census small area (Output Area) over the same 1km grid as the agricultural data. The household number was multiplied by a factor of 0.260 (Quested et al., 2013) to estimate the amount of household waste available as AD feedstocks in tonnes per year. The feedstocks all relate to dry material and their spatial distributions are shown in Figure

---

\(^1\) http://www.biomassenergycentre.org.uk/portal/page?_pageid=75,17972&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL
2. The spatial distribution of ‘demand’ was also derived from the 2011 population census using the usual residential population (Figure 1).
Figure 2. The spatial distribution of feedstocks supplies (t yr\(^{-1}\) km\(^{-2}\)) in the study area.
In order to test the algorithm a hypothetical objective was formulated. This was to identify the best subset of 35 locations from a set of 524 randomly selected rural village locations (Bibby and Shepherd, 2004). That is, those locations with the greatest potential to sustain a community-level AD system. The choice of 35 locations and the use of 524 locations was to ensure a case study of moderate complexity, that would clearly illustrate the methods and any differences in the results of applying the classic p-median model and the modified model. The locations that were evaluated are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The original 2093 rural demand locations and the random sample of 524 locations used in the analysis.

Next, the feedstock catchments required at each location were determined by calculating the radial distance needed supply the AD with each of the three feedstocks. A circular buffer was iteratively grown at each potential point until the feedstocks needed to supply the AD were satisfied. At each iteration, the catchment was increased by a radius of 1km (the units over which the feedstocks are reported). If the catchment increase resulted in more feedstocks than needed, the distances were rescaled proportionately, and the search distance for each feedstock was attached to each point. It is clear from Figure 2 that food waste is generally the constraining factor, requiring the largest catchment, and many of the largest food waste catchments are found at the edges of study areas (Figure 4).
Figure 4. Catchments for food waste slurry whose radius is greater than 10km.

Thus, a set of potential facility locations based on census area centroids were identified. The demand at those locations was described by the total population. In this way, the 524 locations in Figure 3 have both supply and demand constraints: the supply constraints relate to the different feedstock catchments required to satisfy an AD at that location and the demand is driven by the population at that location. The resource catchments needed to support a community scale AD were determined and the Euclidean distance between each supply / demand location was calculated. It is important to note that the analysis is not assessing whether the AD would produce sufficient energy to meet all, or a fixed proportion of the energy needs of each at demand location. Rather the aim of the paper is to demonstrate a method that optimally locates $n$ facilities whilst taking account of the spatial distribution of feedstock supplies.

### 3.2 Modified p-median model

The $p$-median model (Hakimi, 1964; ReVelle and Swain, 1970) seeks to identify sets of supply locations that minimise demand weighted distances. It is formulated as follows:

$$
\sum_i^m \sum_j^n a_i d_{ij} x_{ij} \quad \text{(Equation 1)}
$$
where $i$ is the index of demand locations ($1$ to $m$) and $j$ is the index of supply ($1$ to $n$), $a_i$ represents the demand at demand location $i$, $d_{ij}$ is the distance between $i$ and $j$ and $x_{ij}$ is an allocation decision variable with a value of 1 if demand at location $i$, is served by a supply $j$ and 0 if otherwise. In this way the $p$-median model accepts new potential locations if they reduce the overall demand weighted distance between supply and demand locations.

The implementation of the algorithm in the Teitz and Bart (1968) heuristic starts with an initial set of $n$ potential locations and then proceeds to swap these with other locations (an ‘exchange operation’), testing for improvement in the evaluation function and accepting the new location in the set if improvement is found. In this case the aim of the evaluation function was to minimise demand weighted distance. Demand weighted distance is calculated from the sum of population weighted distances (distance multiplied by demand), where for each demand location, distance is to the nearest supply location in the set of $n$ locations being evaluated and demand is the population at that demand location.

The problem with the classic $p$-median approach is that sufficient feedstocks for an AD are not located at each supply location. Rather they will be collected from farms and houses nearby. Also, depending on the spatial distribution of the selected locations, the feedstock resources may be allocated to different locations. Thus in the operation of the algorithm there is a need to exclude potential facility locations that fall within the catchments of the set being considered from the exchange operation. To achieve this, the $p$-median algorithm was modified as follows. Firstly, for each potential location, all of the supply locations within its catchments were identified for each of the three feedstocks. Secondly, the exchange operation function was modified such that only locations outside of the current catchments were considered as potential locations. In this way the extension constrains the interchange such that the catchments of the candidate locations do not spatially intersect (overlap) with catchments of the current set of locations, $V$. Formally then Equation 1 is subject to:

\[ x_{ij} \leq y_j; j \cap V = \emptyset \]  \hspace{1cm} (Equation 2)
4. Results

The AD system and the feedstock ‘recipe’ being considered in this analysis requires 547.5 t yr\(^{-1}\) of domestic food waste. Figure 2 shows that this supply variable is the limiting factor in most areas. The p-median modification sought to account for the spatialities of the different feedstocks at each location. The traditional and modified p-median were each run under a Teitz and Bart search with the objective of identifying the best locations for 35 AD facilities from a set of 524 possible locations. At each of the potential locations the catchment needed to supply each feedstock was determined and the total resident population was used to model demand. As a result, the 524 locations have both supply and demand constraints as described in Section 3.1.

The classic p-median seeks to optimise supply and demand: it evaluates potential locations by the degree to which they reduce the demand weighted distance between supply and demand. This defines location optimality by the degree to which the most people have to travel the least distance (person kilometres). The modification to the p-median model proposed in this paper also sought to minimise demand weighted distance but also included an additional constraint of only selecting facilities whose catchments do not overlap with the catchments of other selected facility locations. This is important because without it, AD locations identified as optimal would actually be using the same supply resources, which would be impossible. Figure 5 shows the results of applying the modified and original p-median models to select 35 \((n)\) optimal locations for AD siting from the set of 524 possible locations. Figure 5a shows the starting locations selected by the algorithm and the overlap between some members of this initial subset is evident.

There are significant differences between the results of the two models (Figure 5b and 5c). As expected the classic p-median model minimises the demand weighted distance and takes no account of the spatial overlap of the supply needed for the selected locations (Figure 5b). The modification reduces the catchment overlap to 677 ha (Figure 5c). This residual overlap derives from locations that were randomly selected as part of the initial starting set of locations (‘original set’) and which could not be improved on by swapping under the Teitz and Bart heuristic, a point that is returned to in the discussion. In this way the results show the improvement in the result of the
modified algorithm, with no new catchment overlap being introduced as better sites are selected and the cost of the improved spatial footprint of the selected sites and their catchments being minor increases in demand weighted distances.
Figure 5. a) the randomly selected original locations, b) locations selected by the standard p-median, and c) those selected by the modified p-median model that considers local feedstock catchments, with the spatial overlap of the results, OL, in hectares and the total demand weighted distance, $D_w$, in person kilometres arising from each set of locations.
5. Discussion

There are a number of compelling reasons for identifying rural locations that are suitable for the establishment of renewable energy schemes such as community scale AD systems. For example, those living in rural areas typically have higher per capita CO$_2$ emissions (Commission for Rural Communities 2008, 2010, Fahmy et al. 2011) and higher domestic fuel costs (Smith et al., 2010). Additionally, community scale projects can result in changes in community energy behaviour and attitudes (Hoffman and High-Pippert, 2010; Hielscher et al., 2011). The question of where to locate such facilities will depend on a number of local factors not included in this study: the availability of land, the preparedness of the local community (including farmers) to contribute feedstocks, ease and cost of linking the facility to local properties and the local grid, etc.

A review of the energy, renewables and energy policy literatures suggests that there is sometimes a lack of critical understanding of the operation of different spatial analysis / geo-computational tools. In some instances, the inappropriate use of location-allocation models were found, where the authors appeared to lack a critical understanding of the logics behind the computational operations. For example, Shi et al., 2008 identified optimal biomass plant locations by considering each location and the degree to which it would be served by biomass resources within 100km – that is, each potential site was allocated the resources of each other node within that 100km distance. The locations were then ranked based on the resources available and the best location taken as the first location, followed by the 2$^{nd}$ best, 3$^{rd}$ best etc. and in each case checking to ensure that there is “little or no overlap” in catchments of previously selected locations. This approach plainly runs the risk of selecting sub-optimal sets of $n$ locations. Thompson et al. (2013) applied a ‘maximum attendance’ location-allocation algorithm to select locations that could be served with manure within 22km network distance. However, the resulting locations are driven by demand where is defined on the supply of organic materials with large overlapping service areas for the facilities that were located. No account was taken of the spatial distribution of resources and possible competition for them between selected locations. Whilst
Panichelli and Gnansounou (2008) simply re-allocated any resources that were required by overlapping demands and removed them from further consideration.

In part the origins of problems such as these relate to the availability of very powerful tools and familiar (mapped) outputs available through GIS software. The tools in most commercial GIS software are a ‘black box’ with the associated computational operations hidden from view and, hence, arguably subject to little critical reflection. This is in contrast to the many open source software and platforms that are available for free (Quantum GIS, various spatial packages in R, etc). Whilst it is encouraging to see the wider use of spatial analysis, geo-computation and the application of GI technologies in many areas of science, it is concerning to sometimes see them used naively: it can be relatively straightforward for those with little geographical or operations-research training to apply very powerful location-allocation tools. The resulting maps are easily generated and provide a very powerful message to those involved in spatial decision-making, planning and policy, but they may have been produced without the operator having a full understanding of the analysis they are undertaking. The clearest evidence of this is when research papers describe the software specific tool they have used and not the generic spatial analysis they have undertaken.

There are a number of areas for future work. In this paper we have simply sought to demonstrate the advantages of a modified p-median model that considers the resources (supply) needed at each potential location. This applied to a simplified case study. It did not consider such things as variations in the actual feedstocks available, variations in transport energy costs for different feedstocks, the main purpose of the facility (heat, electricity etc) or connection to the electricity grid. A number of developments will be included in future. In this analysis, the catchment was defined as a radial distance from the location being considered. Whilst the assumption that straight line distances reflects road distances may hold in many rural areas such as in this case study, especially where transport of supply materials may be by agricultural vehicle rather than trucks or lorries, this may not be the case in other less rural areas with greater routing complexity. The use of a network analysis to determine distance would provide greater subtly to the analysis in those cases. A Teitz and Bart heuristic was used to search for optimality. This is the most widely applied
heuristic and it uses a 1-opt methodology that swaps members of the facility set for members of the non-facility set. It stops swapping facilities when none of the facility set can be exchanged to improve the evaluation (such as demand weighted distance). However, there is a danger that such algorithms converge on sub-optimal sets of solutions as only one swap is attempted at each iteration. Other work has shown that the selection of the initial set of \( n \) random locations can severely impact on the optimality of the results, especially in spatially saturated problems. For these reasons, other workers have suggested the use of Genetic Algorithms and Grouping Genetic Algorithms in location-allocation analyses (e.g. Alp et al., 2003; Li and Yeh, 2005; Comber et al., 2010). The key to the success of genetic algorithms is the inclusion of a small random component (mutation) and allowing partially successful solutions to breed. Grouping genetic algorithms also includes some mutation but enables sets of solutions to be identified together. The similarities and differences between GA and GGAs are discussed in Brown and Sumichrast (2003) and both Pitaksringkarn and Taylor (2005) and Xiao et al. (2007) provide a thorough review of algorithmic developments in spatial decision making. A final area of future work will be to modify the way that the model treats the randomly selected initial set of locations. In the results above, the model was unable to swap one of the overlapping initial set as it did not improve the demand weighted distance (i.e. it failed the criterion in the evaluation function). Future work will examine the computational advantages of tweaking the modification such that it seeks to eliminate all overlaps as a first step.

Other research has considered travel times and fuel costs, whereas as this study did not. However, there a number of dangers in using economic costs as a constraint, not least of which is that the costs may change. Ultimately there is a need for renewable energy analyses to consider using net energy costs to determine site locations. Different feedstocks have different transport costs (especially if they are dry or wet). In the future these should logically be reduced to energy costs (kWh) rather than financial costs to provide a more informative and temporally sustainable evidence base upon which to locate energy facilities.

6. Conclusions
In conclusion, the extension to the p-median model proposed in this paper considers the spatial distribution of supply resources and competition for them by potential facility locations. It overcomes the problem of competition for local resources by facilities sited close to each other. As yet, little other research in facility location has included this constraint on site selection. In general, the use of location-allocation models in the renewable energy literature has tended to be focus on the spatial distribution of demand and potential facility locations are evaluated by the degree to which they minimise demand weighted distance. The proposed modification augments the classic the p-median swap operation to consider only those locations outside of the supply resource catchments of the locations being considered.
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